
Play’n GO Push the Envelope with Iron Girl
Join Iron Girl in her infamous Iron Armour to rid the universe of evil, in this latest space age slot from Play’n GO. Battling against the universe’s
most nefarious criminals; Quake, Shia, Slith and Thunder, Iron Girl needs your help to triumph against evil.

Award-winning supplier Play’n GO today revealed their latest gaming title Iron Girl; a space age slot based on the adventures of the titular
character.

The game is a 5-reel slot that follows the adventures of Iron Girl, an intergalactic bounty hunter chasing down wanted criminals across the
galaxy with the help of her Iron Armor.

This slot also marks a first for Play’n GO, as they are making use of 3D graphics to animate the Iron Armor feature in their game a format that
they have not previously used but has become increasingly popular in online casino gaming over the last year.

Play’n GO CEO Johan Törnqvist spoke about the use of 3D and the decision to finally bring it into play for this game:

“3D graphics are getting very popular in slot gaming, but we didn’t want to rush right into using them just because the option was there, we
wanted to make sure we had the right game and that it would look perfect!

When designing Iron Girl, we decided we needed something visually to make the game stand out and do justice to the concept and the
entertaining nature of the game, so the time was right for 3D.

It is a very engaging game, and the visuals add even more to the player experience, which is very important for us.”

If the game plays as well as it looks, then Play’n GO may just have another smash hit on their hands.

For more information, please contact us at Play'n GO

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the EGR Slot Provider of the Year 2018 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.


